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Sausage Manicotti
from Chef Boy-ar-Dave

Average Cost of Meal: $15-20
Time of Preparation: 20 Minutes
Cook Time:  35 Minutes
Serving Size: 6

Ingredients: 
1 lb. Sausage 
1 Package of Manicotti 
1 ½ Cups of Milk 
1 Red Pepper
1 Onion

Instructions:
Bring a pot of water to a boil and cook the manicotti 

in boiling salted and oiled water until al dente. After the 
pasta has cooked, drain the pasta has cooked, drain it 
and set it aside.
Preheat the oven to 350°. 
In a skillet over medium heat sauté the onions in garlic 

powder and Italian seasoning adding the sausage in after 
a minute or two. Brown the sausage. Add 1 ½ cups of 
both cheeses.
Chop up the pepper and put it in a food processor. In the 

food processor blend the pepper until it breaks down and 
becomes watery. 
In a small pot bring the milk to a simmer. Once the milk 

is simmering stir in the pepper and turn the heat down. 
Cover the bottom of a baking dish in a swallow layer of 

the sauce. 
Take the cooked pasta and fi ll it with the sausage 

mixture laying it into the baking dish on top of the sauce. 
Once all the manicottis are stuffed and on the baking dish 
cover the manicotti with the rest of the sauce. 
Wrap the dish in foil and bake for 35 minutes. 
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throats and are now side by side trying to dethrone the closest thing to the 
embodiment of corruption these people know, I fi nd it absurd that Islam 
is so often named the motivating force. My only guess is that Glenn Beck 
and O’Reilly are certain that their audience have their predispositions 
about anything remotely Arabic, and to reinforce those judgments is to 
secure viewership. 

The Egyptian people are not the portrait painted by our media. The 
Egyptian people, I think, can be best explained by one particular thing I 
saw during my stay there. Our bus parked next to a school so our group 
could shop, I watched a little girl who made it there late climb the gates 
of the school to make sure she didn’t miss out on an education. She, like 
the Egyptian people, knew what she needed to do to be successful, safe, 
and happy, more than can be said of much of our own youth. 

My point, then, is to challenge you to look beyond geography, 
misinformation, race and religion and ask yourself and the people around 
you: If I were in this situation, what would I do? 

Since the fi rst report on the situation in Egypt, I’ve wondered if the 
young man who spoke with me is involved, if he is safe, and if he will ever 
be able to speak with other inquisitive minds openly about the country I 
believe he loves dearly.

Garlic Powder 
Italian Seasoning
2 Cups Parmesan 
2 Cups Romano 

‘Egypt’
from page 6

By Jessica Pena
via UWIRE

Darth Vader is a zombie. Think about it. He carries all the requisite 
features: the blind hatred of all those around him, the soulless disposition 
which allows him to carelessly destroy human (and alien) life, and of 
course, the pale, pustule-fi lled skin. Now, although Darth Vader may not 
seem like the most accurate zombie candidate, this comparison could not 
be more adroit for Patton Oswalt. In his debut novel, “Zombie Spaceship 
Wasteland,” the stand-up comedian and KFC Famous Bowl-hating 
enthusiast exercises both humor and poignancy on his early comedy days 
and the adolescent infl uences that drove him there.

Beginning in the 1980s, as a “suburban feudal subject” in Sterling, 
Virginia, Oswalt’s book throws you into his world as an employee at the 
local cineplex with equal parts absurdity, fascination, and regret. For him, 
it was a transformative experience where popcorn was buttered, assistant 
managers smelled of “corpse fart” and terrible movies graced the silver 
screen. An idyllic life to be sure. Framed by the lyrics of R.E.M.’s Fables 
of the Reconstruction, the teenage tale of small-town shenanigans and 
southern life culminates at the moment when Oswalt’s cultural awakening 
took place – in an underground theater, listening to Michael Stipe as 
“Adventures in Babysitting” played in the background.

Like the opening essay, Oswalt’s book contains a manic combination 
of references which serve to match the equally crazed mind that wrote 
it. It’s a memoir-comedy hybrid that stretches the gamut of genres from 
childhood whimsy to vampire comics to an epic poem about his childhood 
D&D character, Ulvaak. As Oswalt’s fantasy warrior, Ulvaak can “wade 
through blood and gore/claim a treasure” and “bed a whore.” He’s a jack 
of all trades and more to the point, so is his creator. Not only is Oswalt 
able to pen a poem which reads like the mental melding of Jonathan Swift 
and Gary Gygax, but he is also able to transcend these literary styles 
without hesitation.

Like his fellow Gen X-er Chuck Klosterman, Oswalt critiques and 
analyzes the culture he lives in with – one made up of three subgroups: 
zombies (those who simplify), spaceships (those who leave) and wastelands 
(those who destroy). It’s an incisive and personal dissection of the world 
he grew up in where the zombies, spaceships and wastelands of the fi lms 
“Star Wars” and “The Road Warrior” became inextricably linked to the 
people who watched them – the fans.

More than just for fans, it’s a book for the nerds and the geeks – the 
products of Oswalt’s generation – who experience their lives through an 
intimate connection with pop culture. In fact, the progress of Oswalt’s 
comedy career – recounted in the thoroughly riveting “A History of America 
from 1988 to 1996″– can be tied to the rise of the nerd, from fringe loner 
to mainstream winner proving only one thing: This is the age of Oswalt. 
It is an era where, now that everything is available at one’s fi ngertips, the 
exclusivity of an album like Fables of the Reconstruction becomes moot 
once it’s available on iTunes. For Oswalt, this broadened accessibility is 
exciting and often humorous, but also somewhat troubling.

In the YouTube generation, this immediacy to music videos, fi lms, and 
internet memes can produce a certain type of attention defi ciency. Look to 
the end of Oswalt’s chapters where he lists the items which distracted him 
during his own writing process. It’s perhaps a trivial detail, but one which 
captures the wry, imaginative and frequently honest scribblings of this 
possibly mad man to a tee. More than just lists of Wikipedia articles and 
Google searches, they are, like Oswalt’s book, an account of the specifi c 
references and cultural connections which have affi xed themselves as much 
to our identities as Darth Vader’s helmet has to his pasty head.

Book Review: ‘Zombie 
Spaceship Wasteland’


